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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will give proofs of the existence of certain Markov 
processes involving infinitely many particles and determine their 
invariant measures in some interesting examples. The processes may be 
thought of as infinitely many indistinguishable particles moving on the 
integers, with the behavior of each particle influenced by the other 
particles in the system. The motion of each individual particle will not 
be Markov, but the system as a whole will be. The type of interactions 
which we will be considering were first discussed by Spitzer [7] and are 
in many respects more complicated than other known examples of 
interactions in infinite particle systems (see Refs. [l, 2, 5, 61). Thus it 
would seem to be worth while to give a careful proof of the existence 
of these processes. 
Intuitively the interaction can be described as follows. Consider 
infinitely many particles on the integers. In most cases we will allow only 
one particle per integer, but this is not necessary. Suppose now that 
there is a particle at X. Then the particle at x looks at all the other 
particles, and based on what it sees it determines what its speed, c, will 
be. This means that in time At the particle at x attempts to jump with 
probability cdt + o(dt). When the particle attempts to jump, the jump 
is made independently of the time of the jump and according to some 
transition function P(x, y), i.e., P(x, y) 3 0 and Z$‘(X, y) = 1. Then 
according to where the other particles in the system are, the jump may 
or may not be allowed to occur. For example, if the jump would result 
in two particles in the same place, or if it would upset the order of the 
particles, it may be suppressed. If the jump is suppressed, then the 
particle stays where it is and starts the same process over. Of course each 
* This work was prepared while the author was a Millar Fellow in the Statistics Depart- 
ment, University of California, Berkeley. 
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particle must be continually adjusting its speed as the other particles in 
the system move around. 
When a Markov process is described by what it does in very short 
periods of time, it is clear that the only way to identify it is by its infini- 
tesimal generator. Thus, we will be concerned with proving that a process 
with a certain infinitesimal generator exists, and we will leave it to the 
reader to convince himself that this process has the correct intuitive 
description. The natural way to prove that a Markov process with a 
certain infinitesimal generator exists is with the Hille-Yosida theorem. 
However, with these particular interactions it seems to be very difficult 
to check the hypotheses about the resolvent. Thus we will proceed by a 
slightly less direct route through the use of the Trotter-Kato theorem 
(Ref. [8], p. 269). Th’ is involves approximating the desired process with 
a sequence of processes, and we will always be careful to choose this 
sequence in such a way that we may take advantage of the results in [7] 
concerning invariant measures to find invariant measures for the infinite 
particle system. In many instances these measures will turn out to be 
of interest for statistical mechanics. 
The difficulty in proving the existence of systems of infinitely many 
interacting particles is in showing that two particles which are far apart 
have very little influence on each other in a short time. In order to do 
this we will have to put some restrictions on P and c. 
It will be seen in the course of the proofs that the restriction to one 
dimension is crucial, and we have been unable to generalize these 
techniques to two or higher dimensions. 
1. SPEED CHANGE WITH EXCLUSION 
In this section we consider an infinite particle system interacting as 
described in the Introduction, except that we only allow one particle 
per integer, and any jump that would result in two particles in the same 
place is suppressed. 
It will be convenient to give (0, 1} the discrete topology and take 
x = (0, l}” with the product topology as the state space. Here Z 
represents the integers. If 7 is a state in X the interpretation is that there 
is a particle at x if and only if q(x) = 1. Let C(X) be the Banach space of 
continuous functions on X with norm given by lifil = supnex [ f(q)l, 
and let 5 be the set of continuous functions on X which depend only 
on finitely many coordinates. Note that 5 is dense in C(X). 
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If r) E X, set 
and let 
wd = lx I 44 = l>, 
47) = WI) x v - S(d), 
47) = 47) n (L-n, 4 x L-n, 4). 
Let c(x, 7) and c,(x, q), n = 1, 2 ,..., be functions from 2 x X into 
[O,L] for some L < 00. For each fixed x we will assume that c,(x, *) 
only depends on the coordinates in [-n, n], and that c(x, *) is continuous. 
We also assume that there is an L, < CO such that for all 7 E X and all n 
and for each x 
c,(x, 7) --+ c(x, 7) uniformly in 17 as n + cc. (1.2) 
c(x, q) will be the speed of the particle at x when the whole system is in 
state q. Intuitively these restrictions mean that the speed of a particle 
does not depend very strongly on the particles far away from it. 
We will also assume that there is a real valued function, Q, on the 
positive integers with Q(n) d ecreasing monotonically to zero as n goes to 
infinity, and such that for all NE Z 
and 
C C f’(x, Y) G Q>(n). 
Notice that if P(x, y) < P(x - y) for some function P with 
then (1.3) is satisfied. 
Let P, be defined in either one of the following two ways: 
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,g p(x, Y + kP + 1)) if I x 1, I Y I G n, 
co 
0 otherwise. 
In either case notice that the following statements are true of P, : 
P&Y) 2 0, 
-qpn(x, y) < 1, 
P,(x, y) - P(x, Y) as n+cc for each (x, y), 
P&, Y) = 0 if 1 x 1 > 71 or lyl >n, 
,g, .$, I Pn(x, Y> - P(% Y)l e W(1), (1.4) 
& ,y;NPnCx>~) G2QW - 4 +2Q(n + 1 - 4 
C 1 Pn(x, Y) < 2Q(N - 4 + 2Qb + 1 - 4. 
IY(<u l=l>N 
The last two inequalities hold for all a < N < n. 
We now construct the sequence of approximating processes. 
Define a kernel Sz, by the formula 
if (x, r> E 47) 
and w?4 = WI) - 64) + {Yh 
7) P&,Y) if 17 = 93 
Then we see that for f E C(X) 
Qn,f(d = c Qn(% V,)f(P) 
VEX 
= ,,,y;A,,, 4x, 4 P&Y Y)[f(%,Y) -f(dl. U-5) 
Here we have set 
d4 if z # x, z # y, 
%A4 = 0 if z = X, 
1 if x=y. 
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Now from (1.4), (1.5), and the fact that c,(x, y) < L it is easily seen that 
II f-wll < 2wn + l)llfll 
and that Qn,f is a continuous function on X. Therefore, $2, is a bounded 
operator on C(X) and we may define a semigroup 
Tp’ = exp(tQ ) 9Z. (1.6) 
Clearly Tp’ is the semigroup of a Markov process which behaves like 
the one that we are trying to construct in the interval [-n, n]; however, 
no particles are allowed to jump outside of [-n, n], and the speed of a 
particle depends only on the other particles in [-n, n]. Also notice that 
if f~ 3 depends only on the coordinates in [-n, n], then the same is 
true of 52, f and Tj”‘; in particular !2, f and Tin’ are in 5. 
We now define an unbounded operator, Q, on functions f in 3 by 
the equation 
W(7) = 1 4% 7) w YUh**> -ml* (1.7) 
c%arE4(n) 
Since f E 3, the only nonzero terms of this sum are those for which at 
least one of x or y is in some finite set A, . Thus because of the continuity 
and boundedness of c(x, 7) and the restriction (1.3) on P, 
W(7) = ;+z ,..,; 
n 
(~) 4% 7) P(% Y~mw) -ml* 
and the limit is uniform in 7 E X. Hence Szf E C(X). 
D will be the infinitesimal generator of a process in which the speed 
of each particle is given by c and the jumps are made according to P; 
however, no jump that would result in two particles in the same place 
is allowed to occur. 
THEOREM 1.8. There is a unique, continuous, nonnegative semigroup, 
T, , whose injkitesimal generator when restricted to 5 is given by (1.7). 
Moreover, for all f E C(X), I/ T, f - Tj”‘f 11 goes to zero unij&+mly on 
compact sets of t as n goes to infinity. 
Proof. We first note that for all f E 5, 
IIQnf-f?~II-O as n. 00. (1.9) 
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The proof of this based on (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) is routine and will be 
omitted since very similar computations are given below. 
A version of the Trotter-Kato theorem which will be useful to us is 
given by Kurtz [Ref. 3, Theorem 2.11. We quote a slightly weaker 
version of this theorem using our present notation. 
THEOREM (see Ref. [3]). F or each n let Tj”’ be a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup defined on C(X) with infinitesimal generator Q, . 
Suppose that L2f = lim,,, Qn,,f or all f E 5. If 5 is dense in C(X) and 
(A, - Q) 5 is dense in C(X) f or some A, > 0, then there exists a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup T, on C(X) with infinitesimal generator 
i2 on 3. Moreover, 
lim sup 11 T,y)f - T,f 11 = 0 
n-m O<s<t 
for every f E C(X) and every t E [0, CD). 
In view of this theorem and (1.9), to complete the proof of Theorem 
1.8 it will be sufficient to show that for some h > 0 
(A - a)% is dense in C(X). (1.10) 
The following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 1 .11. Let f E iJ and 6 > 0 be given. Then, ;f 
x 3 (24qm) + 4w, 
there is a g E 3 and a number no such that 
Ilf - (A - QnJg II G e-l llfll 
and 
IIP - QnJg II < 6. 
Proof. Suppose that f depends only on the coordinates in [-N, N]. 
Take n > N and let 
g=Jrn e-AtTh) & tf . 
0 
Since Tj”‘f depends only on the coordinates in [-n, n], the same is true 
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of g. In particular g E 3, and therefore, by (1.9) there is an n, > 12 such 
that 
Il(Q - -QnJg II -=c 6. 
Also (X - L2,)g =fand ]lgl] < jlf]l/h. Thus 
Ilf - (A - Qn,)g II = w - Jug - (A - -Q?dg II 
= w4a~ - Q?Jg II. 
From (1.5) we see that 
c&, 7) Pn,(x, YM7w) - d7)l 
- (x,v;Aln) 4% 7) P&P YM7w) - g(7)lI 
G 1 (z LACn) [C&I 7) - C,(% 7)1~&, YM7w) - d7)lI 
+ 1 (z u;Aln) G&, 7)[~&, Y> - P&3 Y)lM7Z,Y) - g(7)lI. 
First summing on y and then on x, and using (1. l), we see that 
Since g depends only on the coordinates in [-n, n], [g(T,,) - g(q)] is 
zero unless at least one of ] x 1 or 1 y 1 is less than or equal to n. 
Therefore we have 
The last inequality follows from the last three inequalities of (I .4) upon 
setting a = n and N = n + 1 and using the fact that Q is monotone 
decreasing. 
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The proof is completed by using the bound on 11 g /I and the assumption 
about A. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we take 
X = e(24LQ(l) + 4L,) 
and prove that (A - Q) 5 is dense in C(X) by proving that for each 
f. E 8 and E > 0 there is a g E 3 with 
llfo - (A ~ Q)g II < 6. 
Let f0 E 5 and E > 0 be fixed and set 
cs = 4wd2 llfo II/c) + 11 
(we assume that llf0 II 3 E, otherwise take g = 0 and we are done). 
Let n, and g, E 3 be as in Lemma 1.11 with f. and this 6, i.e., 
llCaL, - J-4& II < 6, 
and if fi = f0 - (A - &I> g, , then fr E 3 and 
llfl II < e-l llh II. 
We can now repeat this argument using fi and 6 to get n2 and g, E 3 with 
and setting fi = fi - (A - SZJ g, we have 
IIf II < e-l llh II G e-2 Ilh II. 
Let k be the least integer greater than log(2 11 f . II/c) and repeat the 
above argument k times to get 2k functions, fr ,..., fk , g, ,..., g, E 5 and 
k numbers n, ,..., nli such that 
h =A-1 -(A -Q&h 
IIP - QnJ gj II < 6, 
and 
llfj II < ,-I IIh-1 II < e-j ll.fa II. 
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Nowwesetg=g,+ *a* + g, E 3, and then we have 
6 Hi + f+ llh II -=c E. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The semigroup T, is a continuous, nonnegative, contraction semigroup 
operating on the continuous functions on a compact metric space. 
Therefore, there exists a standard Markov process (i.e., a strong Markov 
process which is quasileft continuous and has right continuous paths) 
which has its transition function determined by T, . It is clear from the 
action of the infinitesimal generator of this process on the elements of 5 
that this is the process that we are trying to construct. 
We turn now to some specific examples in order to compute the 
invariant measures for the semigroup T, . 
Simple Exclusion 
As a first example let c(x, 7) = 1 and let P(,, y) = P(0, y - x) be 
the transition function for a random walk with the property that 
Since the speed is constant the interaction will just consist of exclusion. 
That is, each particle .will be doing a continuous time random walk 
except that no particle will be allowed to jump to a site occupied by 
another particle. 
Setting c,(x, 7) = 1 and 
0 otherwise, 
we see that conditions (1 .l)-( 1.3) are satisfied, and that P, is a doubly 
stochastic matrix on [--n, n]. 
Let S,,, = (7 E X 1 T(X) = 0 if 1 x I > n, and Cz==, T(X) = N), and 
607/5!2-10 
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notice that if the Markov process with semigroup Tin) (see 1.6) is started 
in S,,N 2 then it never leaves S,,,, . This process restricted to S,,, was 
studied by Spitzer (see Ref. [7], “Simple exclusion interaction”). Spitzer 
discovered that there is a family of measures t~%,~ which are invariant 
for the semigroup T, (n). These measures are given by 
if 27 ES,,, , 
For each z > 0 we now form a convex combination, pcLIL,Z , of the measures 
P~,~ which is also invariant for Ti”). Let 
Then if we have two finite sequences ir, , k = I,..., u and ii , j = I,..., t 
with no i,; equal to any ii, 
~~,~{q 1 7(Z,) = 1 K = l,..., u and q(ii) = 0 j = l,..., t} 
= ‘z;# ( ‘“+;y)(l +4-(2n+1), 
and if 2n + 1 > t + U, this is equal to [s/(1 + z)]” [I /(l + x)]“. Now let 
where vk is the measure on (0, l} given by 
Q(l) = z/(1 + z>, vk(o) = l/(l + + 
Then for any f E 5, we have 
(1.13) 
and since 5 is dense in C(X), the same is true for each f E C(X). 
We now claim that each pZ is invariant for the semigroup T, , i.e., 
Jfdpz = J T, fdpz for all f E C(X) and all t > 0. This follows 
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immediately from (1.13), Theorem 1.8, and the fact that pn ,~ is invariant 
for Tin’, 
I IS + f hz,z - f dcLz .I I 
The first and last terms go to zero by (1.13) while the second term 
goes to zero by Theorem 1.8, and the third term is zero because ,LL~~ is 
invariant for Tj”‘. 
A Dynamic Lattice Gas 
Let us now turn to a more interesting example. We first strengthen 
the condition on P by requiring that in addition to (1.12), P is symmetric, 
i.e., P(x, y) = P( y, X) = P(0, x - y). Let V : 2 ---t R such that 
and let a pair potential, U(x, y), be defined by U(x, y) = V(l x - y I). 
Let 
c(x, 9) will again be the speed of the particle. If CUEs(,,) U(x, y) is thought 
of as the potential energy at x due to the other particles in the system, 
then the speed of a particle is clearly a monotone function of its potential 
energy. The particle will jump according to P, and again we will exclude 
any jump that would put two particles in the same place. 
Letting 
one easily checks that c, and c satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). 
This time we define 
Pn(x, y) = 1;‘“’ YLtherZise! x 1) 1 y 1 G nf 
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If we let S,,, be as in the previous example, and define Tin' by (1.6), 
we again see that the Markov process with semigroup Tin) will stay in 
s n,N if it is started there. 
A class of invariant measures for the semigroup Tin) is given in 
Ref. [7]. They are 
%,NW = 
GN exp (- i [zz,, JInj u(x, Y)]) if rl E SnsN , 
0 otherwise, 
where 
Z n,N = 
These measures are usually called the Gibbs distribution for the 
canonical ensemble, and if we form the Gibbs distribution for the grand 
canonical ensemble given by 
2n+l 
%.P = ‘ii’, c PhTzn,h%~N 7 
N=O 
then this measure is also invariant for Tin), since it is a convex 
combination of invariant measures. 
In the definition of w,,, 
2n+1 
Z 7l.P 
= z. 
PN-G, > 
and the constant p > 0 is supposed to be a function of the chemical 
potential. 
In this case it is much more difficult to prove that there is a probability 
measure, W, , on X such that for all f E C(X) 
however, a proof is fortunately supplied for us by Ruelle [4]. The 
measure W, is a limiting Gibbs distribution and is taken to represent 
the state of the system. 
The proof that each of the limiting Gibbs distributions, wP , is invariant 
for the semigroup T, is exactly as in the previous example using (1.14) 
instead of (1.13). 
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2. 2~~0 RANGE INTERACTION 
In this section we will consider an infinite particle system in which it 
is possible for more than one particle to be at the same point. The speed 
of each particle will be determined by the other particles at the same 
point, and since the particles are assumed to be indistinguishable, it will 
simply be determined by the number of other particles at the same 
point. No attempted jumps will be suppressed. 
Let N = (0, 1, 2 ,... }, and give N the discrete topology. 
It would seem natural to take Nz for the state space, but for topological 
reasons, let us begin by setting 
E = Nu{aJ}. 
We will give N the topology of the one point compactification, and take 
with the product topology for the state space. If cr E Y, U(X) will represent 
the number (possibly infinite) of particles at X. 
Now let v : N -+ Rf be such that limm+oo nap(m) exists and is finite. 
p)(m) will represent the speed of any particle at any site where there are m 
particles. Since q(m) remains bounded this implies that the particles 
have a tendency to stick together, and this tendency increases as the 
number of particles increases. We will presently see that in order to 
get an invariant measure for the process, this tendency to stick together 
must not increase too rapidly. 
Let 
and 
T(m) = T(m) 
r is a continuous function on 1. 
Let P(x, y) be a transition function such that 
(2.1) 
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kz P&Y + k(2n + 1)) if I x 1) 1 Y 1 G np 
cc 
0 otherwise. 
Notice that P,, is a doubly stochastic matrix on [-n, n]. 
Let ek be the element of Y given by 
(2.2) 
Let C(Y) be the Banach space of continuous real valued functions on 
Y with the uniform norm. 
Now consider the operator 
anfcu) = C P&Z, y) ~(+))[f(o ~ ex + 4 -f(4 
X3tE.Z 
Here u - eX + e, has the obvious meaning if we set 00 & 1 = a3. 
Notice that if u - e, + e, $ Y, then r(a(x)) = 0; therefore, this causes 
no difficulty. 
Since r is a bounded continuous function, 02, f E C(Y) for all f E C(Y), 
and Gpl, is a bounded operator. Thus there is a semigroup 
Up’ = exp(t&). 
Now for all f E C(Y) which only depend on finitely many coordinates 
we can define 
afca) = C P(x, Y) r(u(x))[f(o - fh + 4 -f(4 (2.3) 
Because of (2.1), Orf is an element of C(Y). 
THEOREM 2.4. There is a unique, continuous, nonnegative, contraction 
semigroup, U, , on C(Y) whose injinitesimal generator, when restricted to 
the functions which depend on only finitely many coordinates, is given by 
(2.2). Moreover for all f E C(Y), 11 U, f - Ui”)f 11 goes to zero untjormly 
on compact sets of t as n goes to injkzity. 
The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.8. 
Since the space Y is a compact metric space, there is a standard 
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Markov process whose transition function is determined by U, . Again 
it is clear from the infinitesimal generator of this process that it is the 
process described intuitively in the beginning of this section. To find 
invariant measures for this process we let 
S, = {u s Y 1 u(x) = 0 if 1 x 1 > n}, 
and defining 
1 
f(k) = T” ~(1) ~(2) ... v(k) k! 
if k>l, 
cx if k = 0, 
we see from Ref. [6, Section 2b] that the measure 
fj f(44) if aE s* 9 5 n 
0 otherwise, 
is invariant for the semigroup Up). 
The 01 above is choosen so that Ckm_Of(k) = 1, and we must assume 
that 9) does not go to zero so fast that there is no such 01. 
It is obvious that the measure vP , which is the infinite product of the 
measures f, has the property that for all f E C(Y) 
Hence the proof that v, is invariant for U, is accomplished exactly as 
in the preceding section. 
As remarked at the beginning of this section, the natural state space 
for this Markov process would seem to be Nz rather than Y. It is not 
difficult to prove, using Theorem 2.4 and the definition of GZ, , that if 
the standard Markov process whose semigroup is’given by U, is started 
in Nz, then with probability one it never leaves NZ. Thus we may take 
Nz as the state space for our Markov process. Noting that v,(Nz) = 1, 
it is clear that vD is invariant for this process when the state space is 
restricted to NZ. 
For further discussion of the zero range interaction and a description 
of how the system appears to an observer riding on a tagged particle, 
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the reader is referred to Ref. [7]. Notice that our restriction that mq(m) 
has a finite limit at infinity is not satisfied by some of the interesting 
examples there. 
3. NEAREST NEIGHBOR INTERACTION 
In this section we will consider an infinite particle system in which 
only one particle is allowed at each point, and the behavior of each 
particle is influenced only by the particle on its left and the one on its 
right. 
Let P be a transition function with 
P(x, Y) = P(y, x) = qo, x - Y) 
and let U be a function from the positive integers into the real numbers 
with a finite limit at infinity. Set U( co) equal to limnl+m U(m). 
We want to construct a process in which a particle which is dl integers 
to the left of the one to the right of it and d, integers to the right of the 
one to the left of it has speed 
c = exp(U(4) + U(4)). 
The jumps are to occur according to P, and all of the jumps that would 
upset the order of the particles are to be suppressed. 
A proof that such a process exists could be given much as in Section 1; 
however, we will take a slightly different point of view here and consider 
such a process from the point of view of an observer riding on one of 
the particles. What such an observer would see can be described by the 
successive distances between the particles. Thus for the state space 
we will let 
Lv+ = (1, 2,...), 
and give N+ the discrete topology. We set 
m== N+u{co}, 
and give N the topology of the one point compactification. Then we take 
D = flz 
with the product topology as the state space. 
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The interpretation is that in state d = (a*. d-, , d, , dl , *m*) the first 
particle to the right of the observer is d,, units away, the next one to the 
right is d, + dl units away, the first one to the left is d-, units away, and 
so on. The dz’s then represent the distances between successive particles. 
Let C(D) be the Banach space of continuous functions on D with the 
uniform norm, and let ek be as in (2.2). Then for f~ C(D) we define 
the operator W, by the formula 
W&d) = i ‘5’ exp[Wk’) + &Lll WA 4 
k=--n ~=-d~-~+l 
x [f(d - vek’ + %i-d -f(41. 
Here 
d,‘= ; 
i 
if -fZ<k<?Z, 
11 if K= --n-l, 
ek’ = 
t 
ek if --n < k < n, 
en if k= --n-l, 
and we set CO & v equal to co. 
W, is a bounded operator on C(D) and is the infinitesimal generator 
of a semigroup, yin). 
For f~ C(D) which only depends on finitely many coordinates we 
define 
Wf (d) = f  ‘5’ expWk) + u&-l)l P(O, v) 
k=--ao ~=--d~-~+l 
X W - vek + vek-l> -fWl. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a unique, continuous, nonnegative, contraction 
semigroup, V, , whose injbitesimal generator, when restricted to the 
functions in C(D) which depend on only jinitely many coordinates, is given 
by (3.1). Moreover, for allf E C(D), Ij V, f - Vj”)f 11 goes to zero unqormly 
on compact sets of t as n goes to infinity. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to, though easier than, the proof 
of Theorem 1.8 and will be left to the reader. 
Again D is a compact metric space, and thus there is a standard 
Markov process whose transition function is determined by V, . Just 
as in Section 2 it can be shown that if this process is started in (N+)z 
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the probability that it ever is in D - (N+)Z is zero. Hence we may 
restrict the state space to (N+)Z. The process restricted to (N+)z is the 
one we are trying to construct, as can be seen from (3.1). 
Let us now consider the invariant measures for the semigroup Vl. 
Let 
S n,N = 
I 
dcDl&= coiflil >nand i C&-N\. 
i=-n 
In Ref. [7] it is shown that the measures A,,, given below are invariant 
for the semigroup Vim). 
where 
*ZN exp (- f U(4)) if d 6 %N , 
i--n 
0 otherwise, 
* n,N = 
Hence the convex combination 
ev- ZL [u(4) + ~41) 
L,WH = c;=, PNk,N 
if d E 6 S,,, , 
N=l 
0 otherwise, 
is also invariant for VP’. 
It is easily seen by inspection that X,,,D is just a product of measures V, 
where 
v,(Vd) = B exp(- WJ - A) 
and /I is a normalizing constant. Hence, just as in Section 2, the measure 
A,, which is an infinite produce of the measures v, is invariant for the 
semigroup Vt . 
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